Introduction

This presentation aims to give an introduction
to the changes in the Early Years Foundation
Stage (EYFS). It includes information which we
hope you will find useful, whether you are a new
parent to the EYFS or a parent who is more
familiar with the previous EYFS.

What Is the EYFS?
The Early Years Foundation Stage covers the first stage of a child’s care
from birth to five years old. It sets the standards to ensure that all children
learn and develop, as well as keeping them healthy and safe.
All schools and Ofsted registered early years providers in England must
follow the EYFS.
Also included in the EYFS are the seven Areas of Learning. They are:
• Communication and Language
• Personal, Social and Emotional Development
• Physical Development
• Literacy
• Mathematics
• Understanding the World
• Expressive Arts and Design
At the end of the EYFS, there are 17 Early
Learning Goals that children are expected
to achieve.

Why Have the Changes Been Made?
In 2019, the government proposed changes to the EYFS. These changes
have now been made and all early years settings and schools will follow
the new EYFS from September 2021.

The aim of the changes is to improve the learning for all children and
better prepare them for the move into year 1.
To help make the right changes, evidence was looked at to find the best
ways children can be supported in developing as they grow.
The changes also hope to give children
the best start in life and set them up well
for their future.
Not all parts of the EYFS have changed,
some elements have remained the same
or similar.

Some Key Changes
1. Reduced the amount of unneeded written recordings and
assessment of children by staff.
• This means staff do not need to keep a large amount of written
evidence that proves children are able to do lots of things.
• Staff still know the abilities and skills of each child, and know how to
support them to develop. However, now they do not need to write this
down unnecessarily.
• This frees up more time for staff to spend directly with the children.
• By taking away the need for constant recording, it helps to develop
more natural play, conversations and interaction between adults
and children.

At Grampound Road we will continue to use Tapestry
to record observations, each child will have a special
book where we record guided work and we also use
RWI books.

Some Key Changes
2. There is more of an emphasis on the importance of developing
communication and language skills.
• Children should be supported in building up vocabulary by increasing
the amount of words they know and can use.
• Encourage more conversations between adults and children, but also
children and their peers.
• Good language skills are the basis for all other learning and social
interaction, so this is vital to focus on.

Here are 5 simple and effective strategies to implement every day to help your child learn to understand and use words to
communicate, you can extend the sentences to match your child's level:•Face-to-face – Face your child while speaking clearly, simply, and slowly. Use complete sentences when speaking, but keep them
simple.
•Emphasize Words – If your child mispronounces a word, simply repeat what was said by stressing the word and pronouncing the
sounds correctly. Avoid criticizing speech!
•Expansion – Repeat what your child says, but also add missing words to make the phrase grammatically correct. For example, if he
says “bird,” you say “Yes! There is a bird!” or “I see a bird.” He may need to hear phrases over and over until he starts repeating you.
•Extension – After your child makes a comment, provide a little more new information related to what she said. For example, if she
says “dog run!,” you could say “Yes, the dog is running. He is running fast.”
•Wait – Give your child time to respond. She may need time to process the words before repeating them. Listen to what your child
says and respond back.

Some Key Changes
3. There is a focus on how reading stories is important to help
children develop in all of Areas of Learning.
• Daily reading of stories encourages an enjoyment of reading from a
young age.
• Lots of other learning opportunities happen when looking at books,
for example comparisons of culture or the past.
• Listening to stories develops imagination, ideas and language.
• Reading is an essential skill and so should be shown to children, as
well as practised by them regularly.
• Children are also encouraged to use story ideas in their play.

We teach phonics from the second week in the Autumn Term, the children
will learn four sounds per week and when they are confident with the
sounds, they will begin to blend the sounds into words.

Some Key Changes
4. There is a focus on encouraging healthy choices overall and an
understanding of oral health.
• Required to teach children the importance of brushing teeth.
• Supervised toothbrushing is not expected in settings and schools.
• Focus on helping children to understand which choices to make that
will help them to be healthy, for example which foods to eat and why.
• Getting into good routines from a young age is important as these
often continue into adult life.

Changes to Informal Assessments
There have also been changes to a document called ‘Development Matters’.
This document is not compulsory but it can be used by staff to support
them to understand child development in the different Areas of Learning.
Linked to this document change, children are no longer assessed against an
age band. It’s now accepted each child develops in different ways, so the
use of the age bands before did not fit everyone fairly.
Staff can now use their own knowledge of child development to decide each
child’s next steps and support needs.
These changes allow more freedom for
adults to plan to the learning and interests
of the children in their class.

Overview of Changes to the Early Learning Goals
At the end of the reception year, children are assessed against the 17 Early
Learning Goals.
It is important to remember that:
• The ELGs are not a test. Staff will use what they already know about
a child to make their decisions.
• The ELGs are not the EYFS curriculum. They should not be used to
be taught to, they are just an end point.
Changes have been made to the Early Learning Goals so that they are now
clearer, easier to use and understand.
They have also been adapted to better match up with the national
curriculum in year 1. This will help children to be better prepared for their
move to the next key stage.

Exceeding judgements have also been removed. Children are now
encouraged and challenged to have a greater depth and understanding of
things before moving onto new learning.

Summary
We hope that you have a better understanding of the changes that have
been made to the Early Years Foundation Stage.
We also hope you feel reassured that the wellbeing and care of the children
is still the main priority of the EYFS.
Young children are still encouraged to learn and develop through play and
exploration. The adults support this through guidance and teaching of skills.
Should you have any further questions on the EYFS changes, staff will be
happy to discuss these with you.

